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As coaches, we need to recognize first players who are athletic and then do everything 
possible to improve their stick skills. The sooner the stick skills improve the quicker their 
confidence and enjoyment of the game will develop. We can’t emphasize enough the 
importance of mechanically correct stick work. Please make sure all coaches refer to 
our Stick work Guide and do not pass a player on to the next level having mechanical 
glitches in throwing, catching, shooting, or carrying the ball. Stick work should be 
worked on at practice more than just ball drills. We have seen players hit the varsity 
level whose play is hampered by incorrect mechanics. By this time it is very difficult to 
correct.  
 

- We want to make the sport fun for all members.  Everyone plays at the lower level, 
which is paramount to teaching the game.  However, we don’t want the fun 
aspects to reach a point of lackadaisical play.  The game can be fun, but still 
maintain the desire to play to 100% of our capabilities.  Where winning isn’t 
everything, we do not want to teach an acceptance to losing.  Words that should 
describe a player are:  aggressive, enthusiastic and tenacious.  Encourage these 
traits in our youngest players.  If too many players go to the high school without 
these characteristics, the single most obvious impact on a team will be their 
inability to come from behind and win those close games. 

      
- Coaches must remain committed to the developmental expectations of each 

age group 
 

- All coaches will stress sportsmanship and responsibility. 
 

- All coaches should focus more on positional development and the basic skills 
such as shooting, body/stick checking, facing off/draw and correct stick skills. 

 
- Positional development should not limit a player from having good stick work and 

dodging skills. The defensemen of today must have the ability to carry the ball into 
the offensive zone and actually become offensive threats. 

 
- This program has much to offer the youth and young adults of the community 

from the 3rd grade to the 12th. It is not only the experience and the philosophies 
that are important to our youth but the rewards extend to the best players in the 
form of athletic scholarship and help with college admissions. It is our responsibility 
to be available to the community with information on the program. 
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3rd and 4th Graders 
 
Individual Skills:   All players should be taught from the very beginning to pass and catch 
with both hands.  Make them think it is part of learning the game. 
 

- Allow players to experiment with different positions. 
- Teach and all mechanical aspects of catching, throwing, scooping, and shooting.  

Players who develop incorrect fundamentals can be hampered during their entire 
careers  

- Teach a simple face dodge and split dodge to everyone. Even the defensemen 
and goalies. 

 
- Teach playing defense with the feet and the only checks in the boys game which 

should be taught is the “poke check” and “lifting the elbows” 
 
Midfielders and defensemen should be taught how to stay between their man and the 
ball.  Emphasize the “V” 
 
Team Skills  
 
 Defensive – Teach adjacent slides and “coma” slide across crease to all midfielders 
and defensemen.  Insist that the kids talk on defense – ball – back left, back right 
 
Offensive – Teach all offensive players how and when to go to the goal and how to 
move the ball once they draw a slide.  Adjacent player clears out offensive player with 
ball goes to goal and either scores or assists – can be done from attack or midfield.  
Teach picking away and cutting off picks. 
 
Goalies – This can be a hard sell.  It’s important that we have a goalie in each grade.  
Look for athletes and not the player who doesn’t like running.  
 
Clears    Teach breaking on shot. The defensive players covering shooter is always the 
first to break downfield.  Second looks are always to the sidelines.  If the first look is not 
wide open, then clear to the sides and then up field. When engaged in a clear, players 
must always cut to the ball, not away.  After catching the ball they should turn the 
correct way and either run up field or pass to the next player breaking for the ball. 
Teach players how to recognize a two on one. 
- Throughout this document the players will clear in the same formation. We will use the 
“L” clear and teach ALL players to clear the ball. Not just the midfielders. The ball moves 
faster than the man. 
 
Rides   When we lose the ball on offense emphasize the importance of setting up rides 
quickly.    
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Zone Rides – Always cover the man in front of you when he comes into your zone. The 
players can not allow anyone to get behind them (closer to our defensive end). 
    
Man to Man Rides – Always stay between your man and the ball. 
 
   -  Man Down Defense – teach 3-2 zone    
 
   -  Extra Man Offense – teach 1-4-1 or 1-3-2 (depending on stick skills) 
 
5th and 6th Graders – Continue to emphasize all basic skills.  
 
Individual Skills
 
Offensively all skills such as carrying the ball, dodging and feeding should be refined.  
Make sure players are mechanically correct in scooping throwing and shooting. 
 
Defensive skill work should focus on 1 on 1 defense such as; utilizing hips and pivot steps, 
use of angles on defense, footwork and proper use and delivery of checks.  They should 
know how to avoid illegal moves like cross check or pushing from behind. If you can’t 
see the front of the opponent, don’t touch him. Instead teach the players to poke the 
back elbow or just maintain good defensive position. Coaches point out rule infractions 
during practice. 
 
Team Skills
 
Offensive – develop two senses of offense (feeding and dodging).  Teach how to share 
the ball – offenses begin with a formation, then has to be started with a dodge or a 
feed. The play will culminate with a shot or restart the offense again.  Stress ball control 
and patience. Wait for the lay-up. Introduce the 1-4-1 (dodging offense) and the 1-3-2 
motion triangles which the players will run through (feeding/dodging offense). 
 
Defensive – refine adjacent slides and coma.  Introduce cutting the field. 
 
Refine clears – stress quicker breakouts, breaking to the ball, how to avoid getting 
trapped, long passes, and swinging the ball quickly from side to side. 
 
Refine ride - Introduce using the sideline to trap opponents and jumping to double the 
ball. A zone ride can quickly shift to a man to man once the ball is trapped on the 
sideline. While riding it is imperative that the players communicate as to who is picking 
up the ball and who is covering adjacent. Try to force the opponent to make long cross 
field passes. 
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Teach how to push for fast breaks – how to set up for 4 on 3, 5 on 4, or 6 on 5. If there is 
no break or the break fails we the players need to get the ball to “X” and look to begin 
the offense. Stress recognition.  You would be surprised how 6 on 5s aren’t taken 
advantage of because players aren’t aware that they are not being covered. 
 
Teach the importance of face-offs/draws and introduce moves. 
 
Though we still want everyone playing, we want to promote winning pride and 
competition between teams. 
 
Continue to look for incorrect mechanics. 
 
Spend time with goalies – go over positions and techniques. 
  
7th & 8th Graders
 
There can be great physical and emotional differences between a 7th and 8th grader so 
whether these players are a mixed team of both grades or divided by grade they must 
be taught all of the skills to enter the high school program without missing a beat. This 
level should be the first introduction to intra-team competition for positions and playing 
time. Make sure your players are taught and can demonstrate through play all of the 
psychological elements previously mentioned which are:  aggression, mental 
toughness, enthusiasm and tenacity. 
 
When selecting teams it is critical to keep in mind that all players on competitive team 
should be able to compete at that level. We do not want any players taken from the 
developmental team just to fill out a roster. The better players need to see more field 
time.  Do whatever you can to play everyone.  Regardless of score, it is awfully tough 
for a player never to see the field.  By giving everyone a chance to have at least one 
run in a game, the kids have had a chance to succeed or fail on their own.  A reserve 
player when given the opportunity and can achieve success can be motivated and 
earn a starting position. Likewise, a reserve who fails when given the opportunity will 
usually understand his limitation and simply decide that all the time spent on lacrosse 
maybe better spent elsewhere. 
 
Promote Competition  
 
1 on 1 drills with attackmen and defensemen where losers have to run a few more 
sprints.  
 
There should be 4-6 face-off/draw middies conducting round robins every day of 
practice.  They should have several moves and by this age coaches should be aware 
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of who does what move best. Promote face-off/draw competition between the two 
teams.  Keep face-off/draw stats during games. 
 
Test your goalie with shooting drills – all offensive players in a semi circle out front and at 
a fair distance – see who can score. 
 
Create competition within half field scrimmage.  Offense scores 1 pt – defense clears 1 
point – winner has fewer sprits. 
 
Clears and rides during practice either inter-team or intra teams should be kept intense.  
Again, we still want the players to enjoy the game, but we must ratchet up intensity in 
practices.  Once this is accomplished the proper focus in games will fall in line. 
 
All players should have, by this level, a left and right hand and are free from any 
mechanical glitches in shooting, feeding, scooping or carrying the ball. This has not 
been the case in the past and the effects are evident in the high school. 
 
Individual Skills 
 
Offensive – players must be confident utilizing all dodges.  They should be aware that a 
dodge is a reactive move and that we want to set up our dodges.  They must be 
taught how to take advantage of a defensive mistake.  Emphasize the importance of 
recognizing open cutters vs. forcing feeding the ball.  Watch for the timeliness of feeds – 
too soon or too late. 
 
Refine cutting coming off picks and how and where to pick.   
 
Talk on Defense
 
Individual defensive skills – Every midfielders and defensemen should be able to play a 
hard nose 1 on 1 defense.  They should be comfortable with drop step, hip to hip 
defense and cutting the field to dictate where the offensive player is allowed to go. 
 
Team Defensive – Introduce crease slides.  Defensive players must learn the situations 
when to crease slide and when to slide adjacent.  Coaches should also try to recognize 
what defensive slides to run against different offenses. This will improve the success of 
the defense. Defensemen should experience playing “D” out front in the midfield 
position and midfielders should experience playing behind.  Know the coma slide and 
crease slide when ball comes from behind. Teach that it is better to slide sooner than 
later. 
 
Team Offense – Fine tune 1-4-1 – 1-3-2 and know the concepts of the “triangle offense” 
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– Players must learn patience to stay with offense.  Don’t allow players to freelance out 
of an offense but allow players to take advantage of opportunities which stem from 
defensive mistakes initiated off of our offensive sets. Most goals are not scored on set 
plays but are scored by recognizing defensive mistakes and acting. 
 
- Teach players to move the ball two passes if they are unsuccessful with their dodges, 
then either dodge again or restart the offense. 
  
Fine tune extra man offense. Stress moving the ball quickly to outpace defensive 
rotations. 
 
Refine man down defense (M.D.D.).  Implement string and rotation.  Players should 
know how to identify when to use each M.D.D. coverage. 
 
All rides and clears used should be the same as the high school varsity team. 
 
Goalie positions should be set. There should be two goalies at a minimum, one 7th grade 
and one 8th grade. If there are two goalies per grade or per team, they should share 
equal time provided their skill and ability are close.  If they are not close, encourage the 
weaker goalie to try a new position and find another goalie.  We cannot have two 
goalies from 1 grade and none for the other grade. 
 
It is most important that 7th and 8th grade coaches' interact and communicate with the 
high school coaching staff.  
 
 


